Sue Fliess, author of **THE BUG BOOK**, sprays herself to keep which insect away when she goes hiking with her family at Great Falls National Park in McLean, Virginia? Find the book to find the bug!

Henry Cole’s childhood home inspired his illustrations in **UNspoken**, **BIG BUG**, and **THE SOMEWHAT TRUE ADVENTURES OF SAMMY SHINE**. Where did he grow up? (Hint: He speaks of it in **UNspoken**.)

Which Virginia elementary school was the inspiration for **NO ENGLISH** and also the **ZAPATO POWER** series, both by Jacqueline Jules? (Need a hint? You can find the answer in the dedication for **NO ENGLISH**.)

What Virginia town was the inspiration for the county fair in Kim Norman’s **I KNOW A WEE PIGGY**? (Hint: check the dedication.)

What Virginia teacher, businessman and politician is Mr. Reynolds, the lawyer in Kathryn Erskine’s middle-grade novel **SEEING RED**, named after? (Need a hint? Find the book and check the author’s note.)

In **BROTHERHOOD**, A.B. Westrick mentions Richmond, Va.’s Farmer’s Market, one of America’s oldest markets and a public gathering place since 1737. At what Richmond intersection is the market located? (Hint: The answer is in the book’s first 15 pages.)

In **NANNY X RETURNS**, set in Virginia and D.C., Madelyn Rosenberg combined the names of the art teachers at Arlington’s McKinley Elementary School to create the name for Ali’s art teacher in the book. What’s her name? (Hint: She is mentioned in chapters 11 and 17.)

Where in Virginia–and from whom–did George Washington get some of the teeth he had implanted in his jaw to replace his own notoriously bad teeth? (Need a hint? Check Chapter 3 of Marfé Ferguson Delano’s **MASTER GEORGE’S PEOPLE**.)

What Northern Virginia Chinese restaurant makes an amazing soup that helped inspire Wendy Wan-Long Shang when she was working on **THE GREAT WALL OF LUCY WU**? (Hint: The answer can be found in the book’s acknowledgements. If you visit the restaurant, you should also try the dumplings.)

In **BROTHERHOOD**, A.B. Westrick mentions Richmond, Va.’s Farmer’s Market, one of America’s oldest markets and a public gathering place since 1737. At what Richmond intersection is the market located? (Hint: The answer is in the book’s first 15 pages.)

In Act I, Scene III of Erica Perl’s **CAPyBARA CONSPIRACY**, Olive claims her plans have been derailed due to an animal-related situation in Northern Virginia. What kind of situation, and what animal does she say was involved?
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